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Day 22, 04.09.2019 

Quantum Mechanics 5
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NCAA final four is only 360 days away! 

Black Sabbath week
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 3EHT: 0900 tomorrow



housekeeping

Starting grading book reviews. Some tips for the second one: 
1. “novels” are fiction. these books are not novels! 

2. Please, please put the book title and author in the heading of your report 

3. Many of you did not “reserve” your book, so I had to constantly edit the 
Googledoc.  

4. Treat it like a university paper. Make it look decent, please? That means 
formatting, a title, your name, the date… 

5. and…proofread.  

Grades to date: Projects, quizzes, notes in a pdf in the slides area 
the rest of your grades are in LON-CAPA or MasteringPhysics 

The “redshift homework problem.” 
this week 
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Friday!



lecture lecture

lecture lecture

lecture lecture

lecture lecture
FINAL 
EXAM 
07:30

HW9 due HW10

HW10 due

HW11 due

HW12 due

HW11

HW12

2nd Midterm

project 
day 2

Honors data 
upload



KEEP    
CALM        

AND        
LET’S 

REVIEW



some particles
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symbol:		
charge:	
mass:		
spin:	
category:

electron
e	
–1e	

me	=	9.0	×	10−31	kg	~	0.0005	p	
1/2	
fermion,	lepton

spin	is	a	defining	quality	of	
an	electron



symbol:		
charge:	
mass:		
spin:	
category:

parGcle: photon,	γ
γ

0 
0 
1 
an intermediate vector boson, 
a messenger particle



some jargon
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refers	to:		

entomology:	

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

jargon	alert:

beta	par.cles,		
β (old	name	for	an	electron)

the	emission	of	an	electron	in	the	
decay	of	some	nuclei	-	beta	decay	

alpha,	beta,...		

Carbon-14	→	Nitrogen-14	+	e



refers	to:		

entomology:	

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

jargon	alert:
alpha	par.cles,	α  
(old	name	for	a	Helium	nucleus)

the	emission	of	a	Helium	nucleus	in	
decay	of	some	nuclei	-	alpha	decay	

alpha,	beta,...		

Uranium-238	→	Thorium-234	+	e



some numbers
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value:		

units:	

usage:		 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	

constant	of	
nature: Planck’s	Constant,	h

h = 6.62606896(33)×10−34 J-sec 

Energy - time 

everything at atomic and smaller 
sizes



some relations
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refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: Planck’s	Law

Energy	of	radiaGon	comes	in	a	
discrete	amount	for	each	frequency	

photoelectric	effect

E = hf



refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: Bohr	Model

Energy	levels	and	“orbits”	of	atomic	
electrons	are	“quanGzed”	

Hydrogen	spectra,	esp.	Balmer	
Formula



refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: deBroglie	rela.on

wavelength	Ged	directly	to	
momentum	

electron	diffracGon	

	Compton	sca^ering



refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: Heisenberg	Uncertainty	Rela.on

an	inherent	property	of	Nature	

objects	to	not	possess	precise	
posiGon	and	precise	velocity	at	the	
same	Gme.

&�x�p � h �t�E � h



uncertainty 
principle

one. more. 
time.
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�x �p ⇠ h

Δp

E

momentum

distance

Δx h



uncertainty 
principle

one. more. 
time.
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�x �p ⇠ h

Δp

E

momentum

distance

Δx h



suppose 
we trap

an electron

 22

Where’s	the	electron?

somewhere	here:

how	to	locate	it	be^er?



suppose 
we trap

an electron
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Where’s	the	electron?

somewhere	here:

make	the	trap	smaller

The	wavelength	is	shorter...	
So	the	momentum	is	higher!



an inevitable trade-off

in order to make the location more precise 

you pay the price that its speed is higher
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a new way

Of thinking and doing science 

we lose another classical, unchallenged scenario
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A measurement cannot be 
made of both precise position 
and precise momentum:  
Objects in Nature don’t 
possess those 
properties.



the weirdness
of quantum mechanics

 26

some of



refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: wavefunc.on

“state”	of	a	quantum	object	

what	“waves”	in	quantum	
mechanics,	but	is	directly	
unobservable



refers	to:		

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

relaGon	alert: quantum	probability

what’s	measurable	in	quantum	
mechanics	

hydrogen	“probability	clouds”



iniGal	state	at	x0, y0, t0

Coulomb’s	Law

the 
“state” of 
electrons 
in 
hydrogen

an electron and 
proton 

coupled by the 
Coulomb’s Force?
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at	any	
Gme,	all	
over	the	
volume

�nl(x, t)Schroedinger	
equaGon

& En,l



slice through the probability density of Hydrogen
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the	Bohr	radius	-	the	
most	probable	radius	
from	Schroedinger	
and	Born

 (x, t)

Square	these:

pr
ob

ab
ili
ty
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+ =

But,	remember	that	what’s	real	about	the	quantum	fields	is	the	square:	 |�(x, t)|2
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(I’ve	changed	the	heights)

noGce	the	peaking



different momenta 

Heisenberg Uncertainty Relation at 
work again 

called “wavepackets”: a particle interpretation
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p =
h

�

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
-2

-1

0

1

2

x

50 terms

the	wave	combinaGons	localize	
the	state...with	a	spread	in	x

all	of	the	wave	combinaGons	means	all	of	the	
momenta	contribute:	a	spread	in	p.

the	“velocity”	of	a	quantum	parGcle	is	the	“group	velocity”	of	
the	bunch	of	waves...the	envelope

waves of different 
wavelengths?



Nature’s little joke
is encapsulated in a famous Feynman-description 

a Gedankenexperiment...

 33



two slit 
experiment
2 + 1 ways

 34

A

B

x

PA(D)

PB(D)
PA+B(D)

PA(D) PB(D) PA+B(D)+ =

Like	the	“classical”	situaGon	of	asking	what	is	the	
probability	of	gehng	heads	or	tails	in	a	coin	
flip...you’d	add	0.5	and	0.5.	

Two	slit	
experiment	
with	classical	
baseballs

S

D

PA(D)
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A

B

PA(D) PB(D) PA+B(D)+ ≠

Interference	causes	the	characterisGc	
diffracGon	pa^ern

Two	slit	
experiment	
with	waves

25-6  Light Waves

TWO SLIT
INTERFERENCE PATTERN
If a single narrow slit can produce the same wave
pattern as an oscillating plunger, as we saw in Figure
(3), then we should expect that two slits next to each
other should produce an interference pattern similar to
the one produced by two oscillating plungers seen in
Figure (2).  That this is indeed correct is demonstrated
in Figure (9).  On the left we have repeated the wave
pattern of 2 plungers. On the right we have a wave
impinging upon two narrow slits.  We see that both
have the same structure of lines of nodes, with beams
of waves coming out between the lines of nodes.
Because the patterns are the same, we can use the same
analysis for both situations.

Sending a wave through two slits and observing the
resulting wave pattern is a convenient way to analyze
various kinds of wave motion.  But in most cases we do
not see the full interference pattern, as we do for these
ripple tank photographs.  Instead, we observe only
where the waves strike some object, and from this
deduce the nature of the waves.

To illustrate what we mean, imagine a harbor with a sea
wall and two narrow entrances in the wall as shown in
Figure (10).  Waves coming in from the ocean emerge
as circular waves from each entrance and produce a two
slit interference pattern in the harbor.  Opposite the sea
wall is a beach as shown.

If we are at point A on the beach directly across from
the center of the two entrances, we are standing in the
center beam of waves in the interference pattern.  Here

Figure 9
The wave pattern emerging from 2 slits is similar to the wave pattern produced by two plungers.

remember	
our	wave-slit	
paFerns?

S

D
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A

B

PA(D) PB(D) PA+B(D)+ ≠

Interference	causes	the	characterisGc	
diffracGon	pa^ern

Two	slit	
experiment	
with	electrons?

25-6  Light Waves

TWO SLIT
INTERFERENCE PATTERN
If a single narrow slit can produce the same wave
pattern as an oscillating plunger, as we saw in Figure
(3), then we should expect that two slits next to each
other should produce an interference pattern similar to
the one produced by two oscillating plungers seen in
Figure (2).  That this is indeed correct is demonstrated
in Figure (9).  On the left we have repeated the wave
pattern of 2 plungers. On the right we have a wave
impinging upon two narrow slits.  We see that both
have the same structure of lines of nodes, with beams
of waves coming out between the lines of nodes.
Because the patterns are the same, we can use the same
analysis for both situations.

Sending a wave through two slits and observing the
resulting wave pattern is a convenient way to analyze
various kinds of wave motion.  But in most cases we do
not see the full interference pattern, as we do for these
ripple tank photographs.  Instead, we observe only
where the waves strike some object, and from this
deduce the nature of the waves.

To illustrate what we mean, imagine a harbor with a sea
wall and two narrow entrances in the wall as shown in
Figure (10).  Waves coming in from the ocean emerge
as circular waves from each entrance and produce a two
slit interference pattern in the harbor.  Opposite the sea
wall is a beach as shown.

If we are at point A on the beach directly across from
the center of the two entrances, we are standing in the
center beam of waves in the interference pattern.  Here

Figure 9
The wave pattern emerging from 2 slits is similar to the wave pattern produced by two plungers.

remember	
our	wave-slit	
paFerns?

Same	result	as	
for	waves.

Maybe	not	a	surprise	
given	what’s	come	
before,	eh?

S

D

bang

bang

bang

bang
bang

bang
bangbang
bang
bang

bang



probabilities don’t 
add 

it’s the quantum 
fields that do the 
wavy-ness!
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A

B

PA(D) PB(D) PA+B(D)+ ≠

S

D

bang

bang

bang

bang
bang

bang
bangbang
bang
bang

bang

PD = |�A + �B |2

PD = �2
A + �2

A + �A�⇤
A

at	some	points	this	can	be	negaGve,	
someGmes	posiGve

 



which gap did any electron come through?

okay...let’s trick it 

rig an alarm that sounds when an electron 
goes through a slit. 

 38

A*

B*

Hah!
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A

B

Interference	has	
gone	away!!

Two	slit	
experiment	
with	electrons	
and	an	alarm?

25-6  Light Waves

TWO SLIT
INTERFERENCE PATTERN
If a single narrow slit can produce the same wave
pattern as an oscillating plunger, as we saw in Figure
(3), then we should expect that two slits next to each
other should produce an interference pattern similar to
the one produced by two oscillating plungers seen in
Figure (2).  That this is indeed correct is demonstrated
in Figure (9).  On the left we have repeated the wave
pattern of 2 plungers. On the right we have a wave
impinging upon two narrow slits.  We see that both
have the same structure of lines of nodes, with beams
of waves coming out between the lines of nodes.
Because the patterns are the same, we can use the same
analysis for both situations.

Sending a wave through two slits and observing the
resulting wave pattern is a convenient way to analyze
various kinds of wave motion.  But in most cases we do
not see the full interference pattern, as we do for these
ripple tank photographs.  Instead, we observe only
where the waves strike some object, and from this
deduce the nature of the waves.

To illustrate what we mean, imagine a harbor with a sea
wall and two narrow entrances in the wall as shown in
Figure (10).  Waves coming in from the ocean emerge
as circular waves from each entrance and produce a two
slit interference pattern in the harbor.  Opposite the sea
wall is a beach as shown.

If we are at point A on the beach directly across from
the center of the two entrances, we are standing in the
center beam of waves in the interference pattern.  Here

Figure 9
The wave pattern emerging from 2 slits is similar to the wave pattern produced by two plungers.

remember	
our	wave-slit	
paFerns?

Same	result	as	
for	baseballs.

D

S
bang

A*

B*

So	the	sequence	“S-A-A*-D	occurred.

Now:	A*	is	a	DISTINGUISHABLE	event	from	B*

We	specified	the	path...  

and	that	changed	the	reality.

Every	Gme	A*	rings	-	red	curve.	B*	rings,	blue	curve.



summarize

the classical 
situations

 40

For	macroscopic	objects:	outcomes	add	“normally”:	

The	result	of		

whatgoesthroughA	and	whatgoesthroughB	is	

the	sum	of	whatgoesthrough(A	or	B)	

one	or	the	other

For	waves:	outcomes	interfere:	

the	result	of		

whatgoesthroughA	and	whatgoesthroughB	is	

the	interference	of	whatgoesthrough(A	and	B)	

both	at	the	same	=me	

the	waves	interfere

PA(D)



where is 
the 
electron?
it’s real only when 
you make a 
measurement 

and your 
measurement can 
determine how it’s 
real

 41

} The	electron	is	real	at	
the	screen.		
it’s	
unambiguously...there.	
the	“bang”	is	a	
measurement

}
what	about	here?	
a	nether-region

Bohr	(and	most	of	us)	have	to	say	that	an	electron:		

• goes	through	both	slits	
• and	is	in	a	“superposi.on”	state,		
here	of	both	the	state						A	and	the	state					B  

As	soon	as	measurement	is	made...the	superposiGon	goes	
away	and	the	potenGality	becomes	the	actuality...according	to	
the	probabilisGc	predicGon	of	the	Schroedinger	EquaGon.



A

B

D

bang

A*

B*
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both	slits:	waves

A

B

D

A

B

DD

either	slit:	parGcles

top	slit:	parGcles

determine particle 
after, then look at 
screen

“delayed 
choice 
experiment”

In effect, you’ve 
determined the 
nature of the 
nether region…in 
the past

interference	gone…
parGcle-like

the nether-region



Bohr, 1928: “Complementarity Principle”

quantum entities (all entities!): 

exhibit themselves as either particles 

or waves 

the only way to decide: 

make a measurement

 43

Do a particle property measurement? get particles

Do a wave property measurement? get waves



“entanglement”
2 states’ properties are correlated over distance…
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Einstein, Rosen, Podolsky “EPR”

??spin 
0

detector that measures 
only spin:

1

–1

spin is superposition of 1 & -1

1-1

-11

spin is conserved: S0 = S1 + S2

detector that measures 
any spin:



Einstein:
“spooky action at a distance” 

that’s the way it is

 45

Nature: 



what we can say is real

is now very tricky 

and not understood. 

We know that quantum fields contain all of their 
potentialities 

and a measurement “collapses” them into just one outcome

 46

the	concept	of	a	“measurement”	is	totally	not	understood.



the 
wavefunctions 
are 
everywhere

spread out and 
overlapping 

that’s how molecules 
stay together 

but...jeez. 
everywhere.

 47

doesn’t	go	to	zero.

There’s	a	probability	that	the	
electron	in	one	of	your	water	
molecules	might	spend	a	brief	
Gme	at	the	Louvre

A B

Something	big...seems	to	have	a	definite	trajectory

Something	Gny...doesn’t.



the wavefunctions are everywhere
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A B

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

They’re	waves,	aper	all.

Feynman’s	picture	
was	one	of	parGcles:	
which	take	all	
possible	paths

We	can	calculate	the	
wavefuncGon	at	any	
point,	very	
precisely...it’s	
completely	
determinisGc

make	a	measurement....there

| |2the	electron	is	there	with	probability	

| |2

The	trajectory	of	a	big	object?

Overwhelmingly	probable	quantum	
likelihood:	the	classical	path

Only	then	is	it	real.



so where is a quantum

before it’s measured?  

anywhere? everywhere? 

yeah.

 49



to take it to an absurd conclusion:  
the dreaded Schroedinger’s Cat

proposed by Schroedinger as an absurdity in 1935  

because he too had become disgusted with this own creation - he 
switched to biology!

 50



Schroedinger must have been a dog person

 51

xx

Imagine:	
a	radioacGve	source,		
Geiger	counter,	and		
a	glass	bo^le	of	a	deadly	poison	
with	a	cat		
in	a	box,		
a	weight	drops	on	the	glass,	breaking	it		

aper	the	first	radioacGve	decay?		
...dead	cat.



Schroedinger must have been a dog person
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xx?

Now	imagine	that	the	radioacGve	
nucleus	as	a	half	life	of	10	sec.	

so,	aAer	10	s,		
50-50	chance	that	it	has	decayed	

Set	it	all	up...wait	for	10	seconds.	
what	is	the	state	of	the	cat?	
alive	or	dead?		
or	both?



“Copenhagen Interpretation”

 53

It	is	meaningless	
to	speak	of	reality	without	a	measurement	

EnGGes	have	no	definite	reality	
the	cat	is	neither	alive	nor	dead	
or	it	is	both	

To	know	you	must	open	the	box	
make	a	measurement



this is how we have to think about it:

before measurement: alive-dead state - 
superposition state of both 

after measurement: is either alive or dead

 54



Einstein and Schroedinger have left the 
building

 55



here’s our house
just before painting 
last year 

need to pick a color: 

my wife says “red” 

I say “blue” 

 56

quantum	paint



I expect it to be:

purple 

mixing red and blue

 57

quantum quantum



but the quantum mechanical paint
that I paid extra for? 

can’t “exist” in a 
superposition, mixed state.  

Only one state. 

sometimes it’s red

 58

quantum



but the quantum mechanical paint
that I paid extra for? 

sometimes it’s blue

 59

quantum



it’s never the 
mixture

that it potentially might 
be 

one or the other 

More red paint? 

not redder...just red more often

 60

the	cat	is	either	alive	or	dead,	
not	both.



“ Richard	Feynman

But	we	can	calculate	with	Quantum	Mechanics	very,	very	well.		

We’re	all	highly	skilled	Quantum	Mechanics

I	think	I	can	safely	say	that	nobody	understands	
quantum	mechanics.



spin
1921

 62



remember circular currents?
act like a magnet…a compass? 

Otto Stern and Walter Gerlach, 1921

 63

B

Bexternal

magnet ,field up    in gap collimator 
oven, source of 
Ag atoms detector 

? 

classical radii?

Bohr atom?

the result:

!



path to 
Stockholm?

1925: Ralph 
Kronig - Pauli, 
Heisenberg: dumb 

1925: George 
Uhlenbeck and 
Sam Goudsmit - 
boss…okay, 
Lorentz: dumb. 

they published 
anyhow…no Prize 
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S

The	electron	itself	is	like	a	spinning	charge...

Electrons	have	an	intrinsic	angular	
momentum,	“S”:	“spin”

Sz = ms
h

2⇡

But,	the	“spin”	can	only	take	on	two	values:

ms = +
1
2

ms = �1
2

or

silver has 1 
electron outside 
of closed shells



path to 
Stockholm?

1925: Ralph 
Kronig - Pauli, 
Heisenberg: dumb 

1925: George 
Uhlenbeck and 
Sam Goudsmit - 
boss…okay, 
Lorentz: dumb. 

they published 
anyhow…no Prize 
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S

The	electron	itself	is	like	a	spinning	charge...

Electrons	have	an	intrinsic	angular	
momentum,	“S”:	“spin”

Sz = ms
h

2⇡

But,	the	“spin”	can	only	take	on	two	values:

ms = +
1
2

ms = �1
2

or

We	say		
“spin,	plus	1/2”	or	“spin	up”		
and		
“spin,	minus	1/2”	or	“spin	down”

 + 1/2

 – 1/2



The electron is NOT

a ball of spinning charge 

its outer edges would have to move >> c 

This is a quantum mechanical feature with no classical 
analog

 66



Wolfgang 
Pauli 
(1900-1958)

 67

The character in 20th C physics
A wunderkind theoretician -  
wrote the definitive book on Special 
and General Relativity at age of 21
Simultaneously the most loved and certainly feared  
stories abound regarding his blistering criticisms

• it was he who reviewed a paper by saying that it was so bad, that it 
wasn’t even wrong. 

• it was he who referred to a young visitor as “So young, and already 
so unknown.” 

• it was he who characterized Einstein’s method as ‘E = ma2, no.       
E =mb2, no. E = mc2…yes.’ 

• To young Emilio Segre’ after he had given a talk, “Never, have I 
heard a talk as awful as yours.” *Pause*, then to the person on his 
other side, “Except when I listened to your inaugural lecture at 
Zurich.”



complete spectra

“Pauli Exclusion Principle”: 

No two electrons can be in the same quantum state  

that is, have identical “quantum numbers” 

...integers that characterize the atom

Wolfgang Pauli, 1925:

 68

Schroedinger	
equaGon Pauli	



N
NEU

PROTON

P
NEUTRON

PNEUP N
N P
P

e-

e-

e- e-

e-e-

Carbon... 6 electrons, 
6 protons, 6 neutrons: 

 69

12
6 C



The Pauli 
Exclusion 
Principle
Explains it  

& SPIN is the 
reason 

“1s2 2p2 2p6 3s2 3p6...”

 70

How	come	Carbon	is	like:	
The	Pauli	Exclusion	Principle	sGll	works	
...since	spin	up	≠	spin	down,	so	different	quantum	states

N
NE

PROT

P NEUTR

PNEP N
N P
P

e-

e-e-

e-

e-

e-

1s

2s 2p✖

✖

✖
✖

N

O

F
Ne

The	combinaGon	of	Schroedinger,	Pauli,	Uhlenbeck	
and	Goudsmit	-	explained	the	Periodic	Table



the Pauli Effect

the other one: 

He was quite proud of the Pauli effect, whereby experimental equipment 
would unexpectedly break down if he was anywhere within range. 

Otto Stern would only converse with him through the closed door of his lab

 71



refers	to:		

entomology:	

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

jargon	alert: fermion
any	parGcle	with	half-integer	spin	

from	Fermi’s	theoreGcal	work	on	the	
behavior	of	large	numbers	of	Fermions	

electron,	proton,	neutron



refers	to:		

entomology:	

example:		 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	

jargon	alert: boson
any	quantum	object	with	integer	spin	

from	Satyendra	Nath	Bose,	who	worked	
on	the	effects	of	mulGple	boson	
aggregates	

photon,	pion,	Higgs	Boson



symbol:		
charge:	
mass:		
spin:	
category:

electron
e	
–1e	

me	=	9.0	×	10−31	kg	~	0.0005	p	
1/2	
fermion,	lepton

spin	is	a	defining	quality	of	
an	electron



symbol:		
charge:	
mass:		
spin:	
category:

parGcle: photon
γ 

0	
m	γ	=	0	

1	
boson,	aka	Intermediate	Vector	Boson

again,	an	inherent	angular	
momentum	and	a	defining	
property	of	photons



symbol:		
charge:	
mass:		
spin:	
category:

parGcle: proton
p	

+1e	
mp	=	1.6726×10−27	kg	=	1	p	

1/2	
fermion,	hadron

Rutherford, 1919



shifting gears

antimatter

 77



here’s a number:
0

 78



0
zero  

the # of successfully combined models of  

Quantum Mechanics and Relativity  

prior to 1928
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remember the 
relativistic 
energy 
relationship

and compare it to 
the non-
relativistic one
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E = 1
2mv2

E = p2

2m

that	square	is	problemaGc	since	it	suggests:

E2 = (m0c
2)2 + (pc)2

E = ±
p

(m0c2)2 + (pc)2

p = mv

v =
p

m

translated	to	Schroedinger	QM:		
nega.ve	energies	for	freely	
moving	electrons

Classical

Rela.vis.c



negative energies for unbound systems

a disaster
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E

0

m0c
2

any	addiGonal	E	is	kineGc



negative energies for unbound systems

a disaster
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negative energies for unbound systems

a disaster
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there’s	no	bo^om! always	a	more	negaGve	energy	

state	possible



worse!

Quantum Mechanics using Relativity:  

required not only negative energies 

negative probabilities!
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1928

Paul Dirac 

1902 – 1984 
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At the question period after a Dirac lecture at 
the University of Toronto, somebody in the 
audience remarked: "Professor Dirac, I do not 
understand how you derived the formula on the 
top left side of the blackboard."  
"This is not a question," snapped Dirac, "it is 
a statement."

“

hilarious	interview	with	the	
Wisconsin	State	Journal	from	1929	
on	the	blog.



Dirac’s Mathematical Imagination
Dirac embraced the negative energy 

Solved the negative probability
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ψψψψ

negaGve	
electric	charge	
+	Energy

Dirac’s	
imagina.on

posiGve	
electric	charge	
–	Energy

Dirac	set	out	to	find	an	
equaGon	that	would	
solve	both	problems

The	“Dirac	EquaGon”	is	
the	correct	equaGon	for	
electrons:	ProbabiliGes	
turn	out	okay,	but	
required	interpretaGon	of	
negaGve	energies



Dirac’s result

required: 4 quantum fields, rather than 1 

2 have positive energy, 2 have negative energy 

each pair is related precisely to spin
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Dirac	showed	that	spin	is	a	wholly	rela.vis.c	effect	
...it	just	popped	out	of	his	equa.on.

ψ(+E), ψ(+E)

ψ(–E), ψ(–E)

ψup(+E), ψdown(+E)

ψup(–E), ψdown(–E)



still 
negative 
energies?
“solved” it with 
Pauli’s Exclusion 
Principle
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mc2

posiGve	
energy

–mc2

negaGve	
energy

0

kineGc	
energies

His	vacuum	is	
full	of	negaGve	
energy	
electrons



start 
with 
nothing
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NOTHING

+						Energy

e+e- +				
Eγ > 2 me c2



Let’s talk about 
Nothing.

Dirac began this 
discussion 

which continues today 

in particle physics 

and in cosmology
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